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Epithelial Adhesion Mediated by Pilin SpaC Is Required for Lactobacillus rhamnosus GG-Induced Cellular Responses

Courtney S. Ardita, Jeffrey W. Mercante, Young Man Kwon,* Liping Luo, Madelyn E. Crawford, Domonica N. Powell, Rheinallt M. Jones, Andrew S. Neish

Epithelial Pathobiology Unit, Department of Pathology and Laboratory Medicine, Emory University School of Medicine, Atlanta, Georgia, USA

Lactobacillus rhamnosus GG is a widely used probiotic, and the strain’s salutary effects on the intestine have been extensively documented. We previously reported that strain GG can modulate inflammatory signaling, as well as epithelial migration and proliferation, by activating NADPH oxidase 1-catalyzed generation of reactive oxygen species (ROS). However, how strain GG induces these responses is unknown. Here, we report that strain GG’s probiotic benefits are dependent on the bacterial-epithelial interaction mediated by the SpaC pilin subunit. By comparing strain GG to an isogenic mutant that lacks SpaC (strain GGΔspaC), we establish that SpaC is necessary for strain GG to adhere to gut mucosa, that SpaC contributes to strain GG-induced epithelial generation of ROS, and that SpaC plays a role in strain GG’s capacity to stimulate extracellular signal-regulated kinase/mitogen-activated protein kinase (ERK/MAPK) signaling in enterocytes. In addition, we show that SpaC is required for strain GG-mediated stimulation of cell proliferation and protection against radiologically inflicted intestinal injury. The identification of a critical surface protein required for strain GG to mediate its probiotic influence advances our understanding of the molecular basis for the symbiotic relationship between some commensal bacteria of the gut lumen and enterocytes. Further insights into this relationship are critical for the development of novel approaches to treat intestinal diseases.

The mammalian intestinal microbiota is a complex and diverse community that normally thrives in a symbiotic relationship with the host. The intestinal lumen provides a temperature-controlled and nutrient-rich environment, while the resident microbial population contributes to host well-being by several means, including competitive exclusion of pathogens by occupying mucosal attachment sites, extraction of calories from indigestible complex carbohydrates, activation of epithelial transcriptional programs that stimulate mucosal development, stimulation of adaptive immune functions, and activation of cytoprotective pathways (1–3). Experiments in germfree animals have verified a compelling role for the microbiota in epithelial proliferation, migration, and wound recovery postinjury (4). Thus, an appropriate reciprocal dialog between host and the gut microbiota has been implicated in a wide variety of host functions. Conversely, a disturbed or “dysbiotic” relationship is thought to be central to the pathogenesis of inflammatory bowel disease (IBD), certain enteric infections, and likely a variety of systemic immune and metabolic disorders (5). In fact, therapeutic modification of the microbiota has been suggested as a possible solution to the abovementioned health conditions. Probiotics are viable microorganisms, generally representative members of the intestinal microbiota (often strains of Lactobacillus, Bifidobacterium, and Streptococcus), which exert beneficial effects on the health of the host, including enhancement of barrier function and suppression of inflammatory processes (2). While probiotic approaches have shown promise in numerous intestinal and systemic disorders, a plausible mode of action is largely unknown.

Research into the mechanisms by which bacteria influence host epithelial processes is in its infancy, but one clue has come from the study of bacterium-phagocyte interactions. The rapid generation of reactive oxygen species (ROS) is a cardinal feature of the phagocytic response to pathogenic and commensal bacteria, but evidence is accumulating that physiological levels of ROS are also elicited in other cell types in response to microbial signals (6, 7).

Our laboratory has previously shown that mammalian intestinal epithelia generate physiological levels of ROS when contacted by certain strains of commensal bacteria (8, 9). This bacterium-induced ROS generation modulates numerous cellular functions, including transient oxidative inactivation of enzymes required for modulating cullin-dependent signaling (10, 11), inducing extracellular signal-regulated kinase (ERK)-specific signaling (12), and potentiating epithelial restitution via redox inactivation of focal adhesion kinase phosphatases (13). We also showed that specific taxa composing the microbiota, especially those within the genus Lactobacillus, can directly stimulate intestinal stem cell growth and accelerate epithelial growth during homeostasis (8) or wound healing by redox-dependent mechanisms involving NADPH oxidase 1 (14).

In our investigations, we have used the extensively characterized commensal bacterium Lactobacillus rhamnosus GG as our probiotic model and found that this strain is especially potent in stimulating ROS generation in contacted mammalian cells (8). The mechanism for this specific property is unknown, and characterization would provide a paradigm for future identification and characterization of candidate probiotics. One possibility is that commensal bacteria that interact with the host have enhanced binding to the intestinal epithelium. Recent studies have identified surface proteins of strain GG that are necessary for binding to...
intestinal mucus. Specifically, a genetic island within the strain GG genome contained genes for three secreted LPXTG-like pilins (spaCBA). Of these gene products, SpaC was shown to bind mucus ex vivo and was required for strain GG adherence to cultured intestinal epithelial monolayers (15–17). Here, we advance these findings by showing that strain GG-induced probiotic effects are SpaC dependent both in vitro and in vivo. We found that an isogenic strain GG spaC mutant (GGΩspaC) exhibited qualitatively lower adherence to both cultured cells and murine intestinal mucus than did wild-type bacteria. The isogenic spaC mutant also induced the generation of markedly lower levels of ROS, induced weaker phosphorylation of ERK, and stimulated less cell proliferation than did wild-type strain GG. In addition, strain GG’s ability to protect against intestinal damage following radiological insult (18) was abolished in mice treated with the spaC mutant. Together, these data are evidence that the SpaC pilin subunit is necessary to maintain intimate contact of strain GG with the host intestinal epithelia and that bacterium-host contact is necessary for strain GG to elicit beneficial cellular responses.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Bacterial strains, plasmids, and growth conditions. Bacterial strains used in this study include Lactobacillus rhamnosus GG (ATCC 53103), an isogenic strain GG, spaC mutant (GGΩspaC) exhibited qualitatively lower adherence to both cultured cells and murine intestinal mucus than did wild-type bacteria. The isogenic spaC mutant also induced the generation of markedly lower levels of ROS, induced weaker phosphorylation of ERK, and stimulated less cell proliferation than did wild-type strain GG. In addition, strain GG’s ability to protect against intestinal damage following radiological insult (18) was abolished in mice treated with the spaC mutant. Together, these data are evidence that the SpaC pilin subunit is necessary to maintain intimate contact of strain GG with the host intestinal epithelia and that bacterium-host contact is necessary for strain GG to elicit beneficial cellular responses.

FISH probes. Oligonucleotide probes were designed to match the specifications of previously validated fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) probes. The Eub338 (5′-GCTGCTCCTCCCGTAGGAGT-3′) probe binds the bacterial 16S rRNA region of a broad range of bacteria genera (20), and the Lcas467 probe (5′-CCGTCACGCGCCAGAACAG-3′) binds the 16S region of a few select Lactobacillus species, including L. rhamnosus, with high specificity (21). A negative-control probe consisting of 5′-ACA TTCTACGGGAGCCG-3′ was used to control for nonspecific hybridization. All probes were labeled at the N terminus with fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC). Eub338 and the negative-control probe were synthesized by Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO), and Lcas467 was synthesized by Eurofin MWG Operon (Ebersberg, Germany).

Fluorescence in situ hybridization. Female wild-type mice were orally gavaged with 200 μl of PBS or the GG, GGΩspaC, or E. coli strain at 1 × 10^8 CFU/ml daily for 3 days, from day 0 through day 2. On day 3, 24 h after the last feeding, mice were euthanized and segments of the jejunum and colon were snap-frozen in OCT. All mice were used for each experimental condition. The tissue was cut into 5-μm sections and mounted on slides. Prepared slides were fixed in 10% formalin for 15 min, rinsed in PBS, and stored at −20°C until use. Before hybridization, tissue sections were incubated with lysozyme buffer (1 mg/ml lysozyme, 5 mM EDTA, 1 M Tris-HCl, pH 7.5) for 10 min at room temperature to permeabilize the cell wall of slide-mounted bacteria. To prevent nonspecific binding of the oligonucleotide probes, tissue sections were then incubated with 1% bovine serum albumin (BSA) in PBS for 30 min. A hybridization buffer (0.9 M NaCl, 20 mM Tris-HCl, 0.01% SDS, 35 to 40% formamide) was prepared with 35% formamide for the Eub338 and negative-control probes and 40% formamide for the Lcas467 probe. The probes were added to the buffer at a final concentration of 2.5 ng/μl for the Eub338 and negative-control probes and 5 ng/μl for the Lcas467 probe. Tissue sections were incubated with each probe in buffer at 46°C for 1 h. Slides were then washed thoroughly to remove excess probe, and the nuclear counterstain TO-PRO-3 iodide (Life Technologies; catalog no. T3605) was applied.

In vitro measurements of ROS generation. ROS generation in cultured cells was measured with the cell-membrane-permeant hydroxy-oct-1,3 diol (hydro-Cy3), which was kindly provided by Niren Murthy (Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, GA, USA). Briefly, 100 μM hydro-Cy3 in cell-line-specific medium was preloaded into Caco-2 cells
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grown in black-sided 96-well plates by incubation at 37°C in a 4% CO₂ atmosphere for 1 h under low-light conditions followed by washing with HBSS. Washed bacteria (1 × 10⁶ CFU) were then applied apically, and cellular ROS detection was measured at various time points by a fluorescence microplate reader (SpectraMax M2; Molecular Devices, Sunnyvale, CA, USA) using excitation and emission wavelengths of 544 nm and 574 nm, respectively.

**Confocal microscopy for in vitro and in vivo ROS generation.** For the detection of ROS generation by laser scanning confocal microscopy in in vitro cell culture, Caco-2 cells were grown in multichannel slides, hydro-Cy3 was preloaded, and bacteria were applied as described above. After a predetermined incubation period, cells were washed with HBSS and a coverslip was applied. Fluorescence images were then immediately captured at 40× by laser scanning confocal microscopy using a helium-neon excitation laser at 543 nm and a 505- to 530-nm band-pass filter set. Measurements of in vitro ROS generation are the averages of at least 3 independent experiments, and representative confocal images are shown. For the visualization of in vivo ROS generation, mice were fasted for 16 h and then given 200 µL of 100 µM hydro-Cy3 or intraperitoneal (i.p.) injection 15 min before the administration of either 200 µL of HBSS or a bacterial suspension at 1 × 10¹⁶ CFU/ml by oral gavage. Mice were sacrificed 1 h postgavage, and the proximal jejunum was prepared by a whole-mount technique, as previously described (12). Fluorescent images were immediately captured at 40× by laser scanning confocal microscopy, as described above. For quantitation of ROS generation from intestinal epithelia, fluorescence was measured at 5 random positions on each slide and processed using the ImageJ software package (http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ij/ from the National Institutes of Health. Five mice were used in each treatment group. Representative confocal images are shown.

**Immunoblot analysis for in vitro and in vivo ERK phosphorylation.** ERK phosphorylation in cultured epithelial cells in response to bacterial contact was assessed by Western blot analysis. Briefly, 1 × 10⁸ CFU of strain GG or GGspaC was applied to polarized epithelial monolayers, incubated for a predetermined period of time, and washed once with HBSS, and then the cells were lysed in SDS-PAGE loading buffer. For the detection of ERK phosphorylation in the murine colon, mice were fasted for 2 to 4 h and then given 200 µl of 100 µM hydro-Cy3 by intraperitoneal (i.p.) injection 15 min before the administration of either 200 µL of HBSS or a bacterial suspension at 1 × 10¹⁶ CFU/ml by oral gavage. Mice were sacrificed 1 h postgavage, and the proximal jejunum was prepared by a whole-mount technique, as previously described (12). Fluorescent images were immediately captured at 40× by laser scanning confocal microscopy, as described above. For quantitation of ROS generation from intestinal epithelia, fluorescence was measured at 5 random positions on each slide and processed using the ImageJ software package (http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ij/) from the National Institutes of Health. Five mice were used in each treatment group. Representative confocal images are shown.

**RESULTS**

SpaC is necessary for *L. rhamnosus* GG adhesion to cultured cells and to the murine intestinal epithelia. Previous studies investigating strain GG adhesion employed an *ex vivo* approach where mucus was isolated from the human intestine and binding was assessed *in vitro* (15, 16). As an improvement to this approach, we investigated strain GG adhesion by direct visualization of fluorescent bacteria *both in vitro and in vivo*. In addition, *in vivo* adhesion was assessed by plate count. Bacteria were applied to cultured Caco-2 cells for 1 h. After several washes to remove unattached bacteria, the treated cells were then fixed, mounted, and visualized by confocal microscopy. Similarly to previous reports using purified mucus, we detected significantly higher numbers of wild-type strain GG adherent to cultured cells than of the isogenic spaC mutant or the *E. coli* K-12 control (Fig. 1A and B). Strain GG has the capacity to bind intestinal mucus of disparate species; therefore, to further assess the binding properties of strain GG *in vivo,* we assayed bacterial adhesion within the mouse small intestine (22). For this purpose, GFP-expressing strains of strain GG, its isogenic spaC mutant, or *E. coli* were fed to wild-type mice, and then the number of adherent bacteria was measured by both confocal microscopy and direct plating as detailed in Materials and Methods. Both methods detected significantly higher numbers of strain GG bacteria adhering to the murine small intestinal mucosa (by at least 2 orders of magnitude) than of the isogenic spaC mutant or *E. coli* control (Fig. 1C and D). Notably, differences in bacterial numbers were not observed when bacteria were recovered from unwashed tissue, indicating that differences in the numbers of strain GG and GGspaC bacteria recovered from washed tissue are due to differences in bacterial adhesion and not differences in the mutant’s ability to survive within the gastrointestinal (GI) tract. Finally, fluorescence *in situ* hybridization (FISH) was performed to visually determine the effects of the spaC
mutation on the ability of strain GG to adhere and persist in the intestine. Wild-type mice were fed a daily dose of strain GG, GGΩspaC, and E. coli for 3 days and sacrificed 24 h after the last dose. Intestinal sections were subjected to FISH using a Lactobacillus-specific probe, Lcas467. Confocal analysis of the tissue revealed that strain GG, but not the spaC mutant, formed a layer directly luminal of the intestinal epithelial cells in both colon and small intestine samples (Fig. 1E).

**FIG 1** The *L. rhamnosus* GG SpaC pilin protein is required for adherence to cultured intestinal epithelial cells and murine intestinal mucosa. (A) Adhesion of GG, GGΩspaC, and E. coli strains to cultured, confluent Caco-2 intestinal epithelial cells. Bacteria (2 × 10^7 CFU) were stained with a fluorescent, cell-permeant dye; coincubated with epithelial cells in a chamber slide format for 1 h; gently washed with HBSS; and then prepared for confocal microscopy as described in Materials and Methods. Green, bacteria; red, cellular actin. Representative results are shown. (B) Quantification of cell-adherent bacteria from confocal images averaged from 20 random fields. Experiments were repeated at least 3 times with similar results. ****, P < 0.0001. Error bars show calculated standard errors of the means. (C) Adhesion of GFP-expressing GG, GGΩspaC, and E. coli strains to murine intestinal mucosa. Bacteria (2 × 10^10 CFU) were fed to mice by oral gavage, 1 h after which a 2-cm section of the proximal jejunum was removed, washed, frozen in OCT medium, mounted, and stained for confocal microscopy. Blue, mucus; green, GFP-expressing bacteria; red, cellular actin. (D) Quantification of mucosa-attached bacteria. Two-centimeter sections of proximal jejunum tissue were obtained from mice treated as described for panel C. This tissue was then washed, homogenized, and plated on antibiotic-containing medium. Error bars show calculated standard errors of the means (n ≥ 4). ***, P < 0.001. (E) FISH of murine intestines using a Lactobacillus-specific probe, Lcas467 (white arrows). Samples were taken 24 h after mice were given the last of 3 daily doses of 2 × 10^9 CFU of bacteria and prepared as described in Materials and Methods.

**L. rhamnosus** GGΩspaC is a less potent inducer of ROS generation in cultured epithelial cells and the murine intestine. Our research group recently reported that contact of cultured cells with strain GG induces the generation of physiological levels of ROS (8). Here, we examine whether strain GG must be in physical contact with intestinal enterocytes to induce ROS generation. Cultured Caco-2 cells were treated with the cell-permeant ROS indicator hydrocyanine-3 dye (hydro-Cy3) before being overlaid with bacteria (23). Confocal analysis revealed markedly lower induction of cellular ROS in cells contacted by the pilin mutant than in cells contacted by wild-type strain GG (Fig. 2A). In addition, fluorometric quantification confirmed significantly reduced levels of ROS generation induced by the pilin mutant (Fig. 2B). An increase in ROS generation was not observed when cells were treated...
with strain GG-conditioned medium (data not shown). We also recapitulated these observations in vivo. Mice were intraperitoneally administered hydro-Cy3 and subsequently fed strain GG, its isogenic spaC mutant, or E. coli by gavage. Microscopic analysis of whole-mounted sections of the jejunum revealed a near-total loss of ROS generation following feeding of the spaC mutant compared to feeding of the wild-type strain GG (Fig. 2C and D).

*L. rhamnosus* GG SpaC is required for efficient ERK phosphorylation in polarized cultured cells and the murine small intestine. Previous studies from our laboratory have shown that contact of strain GG with the apical surface of polarized, cultured epithelial cells induces rapid ERK phosphorylation without provoking the proinflammatory NF-κB or the proapoptotic Jun N-terminal kinase (JNK) signaling pathways (12). Additionally, we demonstrated that ERK induction occurs by a redox-sensitive mechanism (9). Therefore, we examined the extent to which strain GG-induced phosphorylation of ERK is dependent on SpaC-mediated bacterial contact. Polarized T84 cells were overlaid with strain GG or the spaC mutant for up to 30 min before analysis of cellular lysates by immunoblotting. Contact with wild-type strain GG induced significantly higher levels of ERK phosphorylation than did contact with the isogenic spaC mutant (Fig. 3A). Notably, inclusion of the antioxidant N-acetyl-cysteine virtually abolished bacterium-dependent ERK phosphorylation, confirming that strain GG-stimulated activation of this mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) requires intracellular ROS generation as described previously (9). These events were also studied in vivo; intrarectal administration of wild-type strain GG induced significantly higher levels of ERK phosphorylation in colonic epithelial cells than did administration of the spaC mutant or controls (Fig. 3B and C).

*L. rhamnosus* GG SpaC contributes to bacterium-dependent cellular proliferation. The ERK1/2 MAPK is involved in diverse, critical cellular functions, including differentiation, motility, and...
SpaC Is Required for Strain GG’s Probiotic Effects

DISCUSSION

Our investigations show that the L. rhamnosus GG SpaC pilin subunit is required for strain GG adhesion to cultured epithelial cells or to the intestinal mucosa. In addition, a functional SpaC is required for strain GG-mediated gut epithelial responses previously described by our research group (8, 9). These include the rapid induction of strain GG-mediated ROS generation in epithelial cells, the induction of ERK phosphorylation in epithelial cells, increased cell proliferation rates in intestinal crypts, and strain GG-mediated cytoprotection against radiological insult (18).

The taxonomic, anatomic, and functional characterization of the mammalian intestinal microbiota has become a subject of increasing interest. Nucleic acid-based techniques have allowed detailed descriptions of this microbial community structure in both spatial and temporal distribution while identifying intriguing correlations with normal intestinal functions as well as under disease conditions. One specific realization from this body of work is that the intestinal microbiota can exist in a luminal, planktonic state or can occupy a mucosa-associated niche. While the former are often bacteria with fermentative capacity, recent work suggests that mucosa-associated microbes are responsible for many of the physiological functions normally attributed to the entire population. These taxa, which include Lactobacillus, Bifidobacterium, and Bacteroides, have a wide variety of functions ascribed to them: for example, Lactobacillus reuteri can inhibit Western-diet-associated obesity (26), Bifidobacterium infantis-conditioned medium enhances intestinal epithelial cell barrier function (27), Bacteroides thetaiotaomicron is known to induce gene regulatory events in the upper GI tract (28), and Bacteroides fragilis has been shown to influence immune development and enhance barrier function (29). Studies from our research group and others have shown that lactobacilli stimulate epithelial ROS generation and activate motility and proliferation events. Thus, an emerging paradigm of host-commensal interactions suggests key roles for specific mucosa-associated taxa.

As the mucosal epithelial membrane is insulated from direct contact with the microbiota by a glyocalyx and layers of secreted mucins, the study of commensal interactions with these complex carbohydrates has become a topic of considerable interest. Pathogens, such as Helicobacter pylori, typically reside within this mucous layer, and a functional class of bacteria, often with mucolytic capacity, has also been identified in this environment (30). The mucous layer not only provides a constant and renewable energy

proliferation (24, 25). We have previously demonstrated that strain GG applied directly to cultured epithelial cells can induce cellular proliferation (9). Thus, we next considered whether direct, SpaC-mediated contact of strain GG with intestinal cells is necessary to induce a proproliferative response. After incubation of cultured Caco-2 cells with strain GG or the spaC mutant, the thymidine nucleoside analog EdU was added to measure active DNA synthesis. Consistent with our previous report, the application of strain GG significantly increased the ratio of proliferating cells within the population, whereas no significant difference from medium control was detected following treatment with the spaC mutant (Fig. 4A and B).

Our group has recently reported that strain GG, when administered orally, increases proliferative cell numbers in the murine small intestinal crypts in the intact gut (8), while transrectal administration of strain GG can stimulate colonic epithelial proliferation and migration postinjury (14). In order to investigate the importance of SpaC for strain GG-induced cellular proliferation, we quantified phospho-histone H3 (PHH3) in the proximal murine small intestine after oral administration of strain GG, its isogenic spaC mutant, or E. coli. As previously demonstrated, feeding of strain GG leads to a significant increase in epithelial cell prolif-
source but also forms a substrate for adhesion and may play a role in bacterial persistence.

The recent discovery of a sortase-dependent pilus spaCBA gene cluster in the well-characterized probiotic *L. rhamnosus* GG, which is required for mucus attachment, may be indicative of a wider phylogenetic distribution of such genes in commensal bacteria (15). Here, we advance the functional characterization of the SpaC protein by showing that (i) SpaC is necessary for strain GG to maintain contact with the host mucous layer overlaying the intestinal epithelia *in vivo* and (ii) SpaC-mediated bacterium-host contact is essential for strain GG to elicit its cellular modulatory responses. Specifically, we show that strain GG, but not its isogenic spaC mutant, efficiently elicits ROS generation at physiological levels, that is to say, at concentrations of ROS relevant to cellular signaling pathways but below the levels that function as antimicrobial molecules or lead to macromolecular damage. Nonradical forms of ROS, such as H$_2$O$_2$, function as signaling molecules at these concentrations (31). Here, redox cell signaling is mediated by sensory proteins, which possess regulatory factors whose activity can be modulated by ROS. These redox-sensitive proteins are regulated by reversible nonradical ROS-mediated oxidation of active site cysteine residues, thus allowing for graded perception of intracellular ROS levels and an exquisitely sensitive and rapid cellular responses (32). ROS generation in response to long-term lactobacillus colonization is likely to be spatially and temporally variable, where ROS generation, cytoplasmic ROS levels, and cell proliferation rates are dynamically modulated. These events are the focus of current investigations within our research group.

Unsurprisingly, other lactobacilli display mucosal adhesive properties, and additional species with the capacity to bind mucins are actively being identified, as are the proteins involved in these interactions (33). In 2002, Roos and Jonsson identified a protein in *L. reuteri* 1063 that could bind pig and hen mucus. This protein, named Mub due to its mucus binding capacity, contained an LPQTG domain and displayed robust mucus adhesion at pHs below neutral, potentially indicating that its capacity to bind mucus was most important under the acidic conditions that would be encountered during passage through a digestive tract (34). *Lactobacillus plantarum* contains a gene that has been designated *msa*.
splice is required for strain GG’s probiotic effects

The L. rhamnosus GG-induced in vivo cellular protection is SpaC dependent. (A) Visualization of TUNEL-positive apoptotic cells (black arrows) in murine jejunum following administration of the GG, GGΔspaC, or E. coli strain and irradiation treatment. Mice were orally gavaged with 2 × 10^9 CFU bacteria once daily for 4 days and then exposed to 12-Gy whole-body irradiation. Cell staining was performed as described in Materials and Methods. (B) Quantification of apoptosis in the jejunum as shown in panel A and expressed as average number of apoptotic cells per jejunal crypt. Error bars show calculated standard errors of the means (50 crypts per mouse, n = 4). **, P < 0.01; ****, P < 0.0001.

(mannose-specific adhesion) due to its ability to bind the common epithelial sugar mannose. The Msa protein is homologous to Mub and also contains an LPXTG-like domain. L. plantarum strains expressing Msa can agglutinate the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae, a finding that might explain how these strains competitively inhibit intestinal pathogens (35). L. plantarum Lp6 has the capacity to bind rat mucus and can also agglutinate S. cerevisiae; this strain also likely carries an msa gene since the addition of δ-mannose inhibits the abovementioned properties (36). GroEL, identified in Lactobacillus johnsonii Lb1, binds mucus and HT29 cells in a pH-dependent manner and, similarly to Msa, has the ability to agglutinate H. pylori (37).

Until recently, it was widely held that commensal bacteria elicited their positive influences on the intestine solely by mechanisms such as competitive exclusion of pathogens or the fermentation of complex dietary carbohydrates. However, recent reports by our research group and others show that commensal microbes are required for binding jejunal mucosa in pigs. While the wild-type M. mucoid protein shows similar capacity to bind rat mucus and can also agglutinate S. cerevisiae, the Msa protein is homologous to Mub and also contains an LPXTG-like domain. Importantly, the ability to agglutinate H. pylori (37).
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